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UNIT 1: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH THE SHORT STORY

IMPLIED CONSCIENCE
Stephen Crane
The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky
3
William Carlos Williams
The Use of Force
15

IMPLIED SUSPENSE
Edgar Allan Poe
The Pit and the Pendulum
21

IMPLIED JUSTICE
O. Henry
Friends in San Rosario
39
Max Brand
Wine on the Desert
53
Wilbur Daniel Steele
Footfalls
63

IMPLIED INJUSTICE
Shirley Jackson
Seven Types of Ambiguity
83
Hamlin Garland
Under the Lion's Paw
93

IMPLIED DUTY
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman
The Revolt of “Mother”
109

IMPLIED SENSITIVITY
William Saroyan
The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse
127
Kate Chopin
Regret
135

IMPLIED IRONY
Nathaniel Hawthorne
The Ambitious Guest
143
O. Henry
The Roads We Take
153
Ambrose Bierce
Chickamauga
161

IMPLIED REALISM
Willa Cather
The Enchanted Bluff
169

IMPLIED TOMORROW
Isaac Asimov
Franchise
181
Ray Bradbury
There Will Come Soft Rains
197
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204
UNIT 2: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH POETIC EXPRESSION

**IMPLICATIONS OF PATRIOTISM**
- Ralph Waldo Emerson: *Concord Hymn* 209
- Oliver Wendell Holmes: *Old Ironsides* 213

**IMPLICATIONS OF INTEGRITY**
- Anne Bradstreet: *The Author to Her Book* 217

**IMPLICATIONS OF LYRISM AND IMAGERY**
- Emily Dickinson: *If I Can Stop One Heart From Breaking* 221
- *A Narrow Fellow in the Grass* 224
- *A Drop Fell on the Apple Tree* 226
- *Tell All the Truth but Tell It Slant* 228
- Sara Teasdale: *There Will Come Soft Rains (Wartime)* 231
- Edna St. Vincent Millay: *Blight* 237
- *Afternoon on a Hill* 241
- Ralph Waldo Emerson: *The Humble Bee* 245
- Walt Whitman: *A Noiseless Patient Spider* 251
- Edgar Allan Poe: *The Bells* 255
- Arthur Guiterman: *The Oregon Trail* 261

**IMPLICATIONS OF THE CYCLE OF LIFE**
- William Cullen Bryant: *The Snow-Shower* 265
- Walt Whitman: *When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d* 271
- Carl Sandburg: *Grass* 277
- *Buttons* 280
- Robert Frost: *Birches* 283
- *After Apple-Picking* 288

**IMPLICATIONS OF SUFFERING**
- Paul Laurence Dunbar: *The Haunted Oak* 297

**IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGE**
- Bret Harte: *What the Engines Said* 303

**IMPLICATIONS OF IRONY AND SATIRE**
- Philip Freneau: *On a Honey Bee* 309
- James Russell Lowell: *The Candidate’s Letter* 313
- Guy Wetmore Carryl: *The Embarrassing Episode of Little Miss Muffet* 321

Focus on Writing — Writing a Literary Analysis 324
UNIT 3: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH PERSONAL NARRATIVE OR OBJECTIVE WRITING

**Implications of the Immigrant Experience**
Pardee Lowe  
Father Cures a Presidential Fever  329

**Implications of Persecution**
Frederick Douglass  
My Life, an excerpt  345

**Implications of the Nation**
J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur  
What Is an American?  351  
Washington Irving  
The Voyage, an excerpt  359  
Carl Sandburg  
The Funeral Train, excerpts adapted from Abraham Lincoln: The War Years  369

Focus on Writing — Writing a Personal or Reflective Essay  380

UNIT 4: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH THE SPOKEN AND WRITTEN WORD

**Implications of Freedom**
Patrick Henry  
Speech in the Virginia Convention  385  
Thomas Jefferson  
The Declaration of Independence  389  
Moses Seixas  
The Hebrew Congregation of Newport, Rhode Island, to George Washington  397  
George Washington  
Washington's Response  400

**Implications of Free Speech**
Charles Lindbergh  
An Independent Policy  403  
Dorothy Thompson  
Hitler's Plans for Canada and the United States  415

**Implications of Justice**
Martin Luther King Jr.  
I Have a Dream  423  
William L. Shirer  
The Prisoners at Nuremberg  431

Focus on Writing — Writing a Persuasive Essay  440

UNIT 5: POTPOURRI: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE IN ITS DIVERSITY

**Implications of Folklore**
Marie McLaughlin  
Legends of the Sioux  445  
Zitkala-Sa  
Iktomi and the Coyote  450
| Implications of Self-Improvement | Benjamin Franklin | The Way to Wealth, excerpts from Preface to Poor Richard's Almanack | 453 |
|                                 | Henry David Thoreau | Walking | 463 |
| **Implications of Contemporary Issues** | Jane Brox | Influenza 1918 | 473 |
|                                  | Rachel Carson | A Fable for Tomorrow | 485 |
|                                  | Margaret Mead | The Obligation to Endure | 489 |
|                                  | E. B. White | One Vote for This Age of Anxiety | 497 |
|                                  |               | The Age of Dust | 503 |
| **Implications of Humor** | Mark Twain | The Danger of Lying in Bed | 507 |
|                             | Leo Rosten | A Night of Terror | 512 |
|                             |               | The Rather Difficult Case of Mr. K*A*P*L*A*N | 519 |

Focus on Writing — Writing a Comparison/Contrast Essay | 526

**Unit 6: The American Experience Dramatically Expressed**

| Implications of Humanity | Saul Levitt | The Andersonville Trial | 531 |
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**Unit 7: The American Experience Expressed Through Longer Fiction**

| The Novella | | |
| **Implications of Isolation** | Herman Melville | Bartleby the Scrivener | 595 |
| **The Novel Format** | | |
| **Implications of the Pioneer Experience** | Ole Rølvaag | Toward the Sunset | 629 |
| | | an excerpt from Chapter 1 of Giants in the Earth |
| **Implications of Satire, Irony, and Modernity** | Mark Twain | A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court abridged excerpts | 645 |
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## Unit 8: Learning to Use Language Skills

### Handbook of Comprehension and Writing Skills

- Close Reading of a Short Story: Ann Petry — *Doby's Gone*  
  - Page: 703
- Close Reading of a Poem: Langston Hughes — *I, Too, Sing America*  
  - Page: 708
- Close Reading of a Play: Saul Levitt — *The Andersonville Trial* (an excerpt)  
  - Page: 710
- Answering Examination Questions, and sample essays  
  - Page: 713
- Writing on a Topic of Your Own, and a sample essay  
  - Page: 719
- Model Essays
  - A Persuasive Essay  
    - Page: 726
  - An Expository Essay  
    - Page: 734

### Handbook of Vocabulary Enrichment: Word Bank Exercises

- Page: 743

### Basic Manual of Style

- Includes Common Stylistic Practices, Preparing a Manuscript, and Writing a Term Paper  
  - Page: 769

### Handbook of Grammar Usage and Mechanics

- Includes Supplementary Exercises
  - Part 1: Sentence Structure  
    - Page: 783
  - Part 2: Pronouns  
    - Page: 787
  - Part 3: Verbs  
    - Page: 790
  - Part 4: Word Order  
    - Page: 794
  - Part 5: Comma Usage  
    - Page: 796
  - Part 6: Style  
    - Page: 798
  - Part 7: Glossary of Usage  
    - Page: 801
  - Part 8: Grammar Reference Guide  
    - Page: 808

### Handbook of Literary Terms

- Page: 813

### Regents Orientation and Review

- Page: 829

### How to Write a Critical Lens Essay

- Page: 859

### Index of Writing Tasks and Focal Themes

- Page: 861

### Index of Authors and Literary Works

- Page: 866

### Photo Credits

- Page: 868

### Glossary

- Page: 869